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0580  CATHOLICS / AMERICANS - Tape 6
Paulist Press / Catholics/Americans Series

0635  ABORTION: A SERIOUS ISSUE
Patricia Miller / In God's Image Series
Abortion from physical, psychological, moral viewpoints. Serious implications of lifetime choices. 19 Minutes Color VHS jr 1989

0725  COMMANDMENTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE - Tape 1
Gaynell Cronin
Series redone: See 1893-1898. God invites us to live as God's friends through living the Ten Commandments. Students learn to distinguish between loving and non-loving actions. Part 1: We Remember-1st, 2nd, 3rd Commandments; Part 2: We Honor Parents-4th Commandment; Part 3: We Respect Life-5th Commandment. Live action.32 Min VHS p,i 1981

0790  MOLLY KELLY - ABORTION ISSUES
Molly Kelly
Abortion doesn't solve the problem of teenage pregnancy, and people who practice chastity never have to make difficult, dangerous, risky choices about this subject. 30 Minutes Color VHS jr,sh,a 1991

0815  DEAR CHILDREN...
Ligouri Publications
One woman's journey back from the spiritual and emotional ordeal of four abortions. A tragic yet ultimately life-affirming story; a profound experience for anyone struggling with this critical moral issue. 30 Minutes Color VHS sh,a 1990

0819  TWO IS A CROWD
Life Cycle Books
A drama about Jenny, a single newspaper woman who finds herself pregnant. It follows Jenny through her lonely struggle with the pressures for and against abortion. Live action. 35 Minutes Color VHS sh,a 1990

0820  WHO BROKE THE BABY?
Life Cycle Books
Exposure of the slogans used to promote abortion. Slogan by slogan reasoning is supplied for people who have known all along that abortion is wrong but who haven't known how to say no. 30 Minutes Color VHS jr,sh,a 1990

0821  ABORTION QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
John Willke M.D., Barbara Willke R.N.
Two half-hour segments on fetal development, opinion polls, the right to choose argument, illegal abortions, help for the woman, fetal handicap, unwanted pregnancy, child abuse, rape, population, morality, euthanasia, and abortion. 56 Minutes Color VHS sh,a 1989

0822  ABORTION QUESTIONS & ANSWERS-SHORT VERSION
John Willke M.D., Barbara Willke, R.N
A shortened version of 0821. Part I, 15 min. Abortion, 10 min. 25 Minutes Color VHS sh,a 1989
0823  WHEN MY TIME COMES  
Washington State Catholic Conference  
Accounts of three actual cases of life saving treatments; the process of dying.  18 Minutes  VHS  sh,a  1991

0824  NO ALIBIS  
Boone Productions  
Rock music and dramatic acting portray a pregnant reporter doing a story about a high school teacher and his students. The students debate the abortion issue. Reporter and a pregnant student make decisions about their unplanned pregnancies. Live action.  
38 Minutes  Color VHS  jh,sh  1986

0836  ABORTION, EUTHANASIA, CAPITAL PUNISHMENT  
Ave Maria Press / Our Times: Challenges and Choices  
Controversial issues: who should live? who should die? Who should make the decisions - the individual, the family, or the government?  
Explores the questions in a context of a consistent ethic of life.  28 Minutes  Color VHS  a  1990

0883  ABORTION: Pt 1 - WE NEED TO TAKE A STAND  
Don Bosco / Life Teen Resources Series  
It's legal, common, and wrong. Teens discuss why teens have abortions. Alternatives to abortion. Christian view of abortion.  
28 Minutes  Color VHS  jh,sh

0884  ABORTION: Pt 2 - THE TIME IS NOW  
Don Bosco / Life Teen Resources Series  
Stand up for LIFE. Be a friend, get help for people, speak out, educate. Reasons for being Pro-life.  28 Minutes  Color VHS  jh,sh

0886  NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING  
Liguori  
Facts and concepts of natural family planning for limiting, spacing their family, achieving or avoiding pregnancy. Overview of the two most popular methods for NFP. 10 Minutes  Color VHS  sh,a  1988

0907  CHOOSE LIFE, CHOOSE LOVE - Part 2  
S. Kieran Sawyer / Sex & Catholic Youth  
See 0906. "Youth Sessions": L.I.F.E. choices, Dating, Contraception, Abortion, Homosexuality, Choose Love.  120 Min  VHS  sh  1991

1088  AT THE CROSSROADS: ABORTION  
Brown-ROA  
Blends a dramatic story with painfully honest interviews of women and men whose lives have been touched by one of today's most controversial issues, abortion.  26 Minutes  Color VHS  jh,a  1992

1140  ABORTION  
Media International / Power Surge  
Teens talk about the pain of abortion and experts offer hope and encouragement to get help and choose life. 16 Min  VHS  jh,sh  1991

1219  THE RIGHT CHOICE  
Archdiocese of Los Angeles  
Powerful and moving, unlike any other pro-life video you have seen. A teen's unborn child guides her from the despair of the abortion clinic to the hope of new life. Live action.  20 Minutes  Color VHS  jh,sh,a  1993

1459  NATIONAL CHASTITY TEAM  
Pro-Family TV  
Talks express the true teachings of the Catholic faith thru personal sharing. Section 1: chastity, honor, virginity, secondary virginity, premarital sex, passion, petting. Section 2: lies by society, rape and incest, abortion, homosexuality, masturbation. Section 3: contraceptives, marriage, natural family planning, indissolubility of marriage, blessing of children. 150 Minutes  Color VHS  jh,sh,a

1547  DEAD MAN WALKING - THE JOURNEY  
Sr. Helen Prejean, CSJ  
Sister Helen tells how she got involved with people on death row. She tells of the need to minister to these people and to the families of the victims. She shares some of her experiences.  75 Minutes  Color VHS  a  1997
1867  **EUTHANASIA...CAN WE EVER SAY YES?**  
Fr. Mark Miller  
Practical help and the Christian perspective on euthanasia. Clear distinctions about important medical decisions. True stories of people coping with such decisions invite reflection on the principles involved and encourage discussion. Active vs. passive euthanasia, living wills, pain management, loneliness, multiple medications, importance of family support. 30 Minutes  Guide, Color VHS  sh,a  1996

1895  **WE RESPECT LIFE**  
Gaynell Cronin / Commandments for Young People  
5th Commandment - Challenges us to discover ways to live life by respecting and caring for God's gift of life in ourselves and others. Live action. 10 Minutes  Guide, Color VHS  i  1998

2530  **FOR PETE’S SAKE, TELL!**  
Krause House  
Illustrated film for ages 4-7 addresses child sexual abuse and the related issues of guilt, bribery, pornography and emphasizes the importance of telling someone who can help. 10 Minutes  Guide, Color VHS  p  1982

2541  **NFP-Postponing or Achieving Pregnancy in a Healthy & Reliable Way**  
Diocese of Brooklyn, NY / Family Respect Life Ministry & Pastoral Communications  
This is not the rhythm method. It is a highly effective & beautiful method of family planning that respects the fertility of the woman & involves both husband & wife in the decision of when to have children. Includes Dr Garza, MD & testimonies. 23 Minutes  Color VHS  a  2001

2544  **BEYOND REGRET- entering into healing & wholeness after an abortion**  
Paraclete  
Testimonies from women & men on topics of: realizing you need healing, allowing yourself to grieve, forgiveness from God, yourself & others, naming & memorializing your child. 35 Minutes  Color VHS  sh,a  2002

2698  **PORNOGRAPHY: Additive, Progressive & Deadly**  
Dr James Dobson; Life on the Edge  
This frank talk about temptation, addiction & perversion helps to avoid destructive choices. 47 Minutes  VHS  jh,sh,a  1993

2799  **THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS=disc 1**  
Ascension Press  
Teen questions teens are answered about their own bodies, issues on sexual morality, and how they were uniquely created for greatness. Sessions presented by Jason & Crystalina Evert & Brian Butler. Request available guides: leader, student or parent. 4 chapters x 20-30 Min  DVD  jh,sh,a  2008

2800  **THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS=disc 2**  
Ascension Press  
See video 2799. Disc 2: Chapters 5-7 + 2 separate chapters for guys. 5x14-25 Min  DVD  jh,sh,a  2008

2801  **THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS=disc 3**  
Ascension Press  
See video 2799. Disc 3: Chapters 8-11  4x23-30 Min  DVD  jh,sh,a  2008

2802  **THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS=disc 4**  
Ascension Press  
See video 2799. Disc 4: Chapter 12 + 2 separate chapters for girls + parent overview. 4x13-40 Min  DVD  jh,sh,a  2008

2836  **OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE: Mother of Hope**  
Dan Lynch  
Aztec culture, apparitions, human sacrifice & end of abortion shared. English & Spanish 72 Min  DVD  jh,sh,a  1999

2837  **LOVE IS A CHOICE: Life of St Gianna Molla**  
Ignatius Press  
Documentary of life (1922-62) of a wife, mother & medical doctor who sacrificed her own life to save her unborn child. 52 Min  DVD  jh,sh,a  2005
BELLA
As Nina struggles with her pregnancy options and Jose comes to terms with a horrific incident from his past, the pair become permanently intertwined in a most beautiful and unexpected way. Bella is a moving, introspective film that will inspire serious personal reflection. PG13/A2. 91 Min DVD jh,sh,a 2008

2907 TURNING THE TIDE: Dignity, compassion & euthanasia
Salt + Light
What needs to be done to improve the quality of life for all concerned & make a strong case that vulnerable people are directly threatened by euthanasia & assisted suicide. 29 Min Guide DVD sh,a 2007

2949 SOMEBODY’S DAUGHTER: Journey to Freedom from PORNOGRAPHY
Meet four men who could be your neighbors. They were looked up to by wives, children, church folk. But porn was secretly eating each of them alive, just like it's eating millions in the world today. 62 Min DVD a 2008

2986 CONTRACEPTION: WHY NOT
Janet Smith, PhD
Prof smith presents on the relationship between contraception, divorce, abortion , poverty & other social ills. 77 Min study guide DVD & CD a 2004

2993 THE STRANGER: Mary Magdalene + Walk on Water
A modern day Jesus walking amongst us. Mary Magdalene: a conservative senator is reluctant about casting the deciding vote on a landmark abortion bill. Walk on Water: a teenager grows weary of being harassed for her beliefs by her mean-spirited classmates.. ~30 Min ea DVD jh,sh,a 2008

2994 SARAH’S CHOICE
A single young career woman is torn between keeping the life growing inside her and her legal right to abort the baby. Rated NR/NR 90 Min DVD jh,sh,a 2009

3023 A CULTURE OF LIFE & THE PENALTY OF DEATH
USCCB
Learn about this Catholic social teaching by hearing testimonies & statistics. 16 Min DVD sh,a 2006

3031 CHICKEN SOUP for the SOUL: Coping with death & dying
Stories of coping with death & dying. 59 Min DVD jh,sh,a 2006

3059 I WAS WRONG
Norma McCorvey, “Jane Roe” of Roe v. Wade, never could have imagined the outcome of her deception: 4,000 abortions a day since 1973. Norma never had an abortion, but her Supreme Court case brought abortion on demand to America. This documentary captures the changed hearts of two women restored by the redemptive forgiveness of Jesus & brings a deeper understanding of how abortion strikes at the heart & soul of America. 30 Min DVD sh,a 2007

3060 BLOOD MONEY
Numerous interviews with leaders of the pro-life movement, in which they lay out the facts about the abortion industry and the effects that abortions have on women. 80 Min DVD sh,a 2010

3061 LIFE AFTER ABORTION
The untold story from the other victims of abortion countless women (and men) have been overwhelmed by post abortion trauma, resulting in fear, anxiety, pain, and guilt. 106 Min DVD sh,a 2010

3118 DOING THE RIGHT THING
23rd Pub
Morality stories for young teens: 1)Back Alley Buddies=14 min, 2)Math Class Mischief=10 Min, 3)School smoking Scare=11 min, 4)Swim Team's Splash=9 min, 5)Jazz Band Blues=9 min, 6)Rock Ticket Trouble=9 min, 7)Street Hockey Hassle=10 min ~70 Min DVD jh 2003

3119 TEENS SCENES & MORE TEEN SCENES
23rd Pub
Morality stories (4-6 min each) for teens: TEEN SCENES: plagiarism, shoplifting, peer pressure, gossip/cliques=22 min MORE TEEN SCENES: bullies, chastity, alcohol, racism=18 min 40 Min DVD jh,sh 2004
3120 REAL TEENS REAL LIFE STORIES: Vol 4
Blue Fish
Discussion starters/mini dramas: 1) Broken family = 3 min, 2) Belief in God = 3 min, 3) Despair/suicide = 3 min, 4) Dejected/drugs = 2 min, 5) Poverty = 8 min, 6) Service in Honuras = 3.5 min ~ 23 Min DVD jh, sh 2006

3123 KEEPING YOUR CHILD SAFE Series
Krause House  Same series as VHS # 2529-2531
1) SAFE, AT LAST! shows alcoholism's effects: relationships, jobs, abuse, blame, fear, secrecy, school work, divorce, shelters, feelings and how to recognize; 1990. 2) FOR PETE'S SAKE, TELL! addresses child sexual abuse and the related issues of guilt, bribery, pornography and emphasizes the importance of telling someone who can help; 1982. 3) SPEAK UP, SAY NO! addresses sexual abuse and related issues, especially betrayed trust and resisting the attacker. Covers delicate issues of confusion in a positive way; 1980. Animated 10 Minutes each Guide, DVD p 1980-90.

3124 STOP BULLYING NOW
A series of 12 short (2-3 min) animated episodes depicting a group of characters at a school who experience bullying & what they do to help resolve the situation. Short (10 min) adult live workshops for different professions. DVD ps, p, a 20??

3137 WELCOME ONE, WELCOME ALL: Teaching the Gospel around Children with Differences
University of Dayton
Demonstrates the process for teaching the Gospel around children with differences. Focus: real-life religious education. 31 Min DVD a 1997

3144 MADE FOR LIFE
USCCB
Highlights 2 aspects of marriage: 1) gift of children & 2) place of fathers & mothers. Guide 10 Min DVD a 2009

3145 FREEDOM TO LOVE-disc 1
Christopher West/ Ascension Press
Recognizing the world's confusion, Pope John Paul II proclaimed the Theology of the Body a profound message of love and human sexuality. He turned the notion of freedom on its head, declaring it to be selfless rather than selfish. He says freedom exists for the sake of love. Authentic freedom, therefore, always asks what is the good of the other person, not what's in it for me? In this five-part study for young adults, Christopher West lays out a convincing and refreshing road map to living a life of freedom. Sessions: 1) God's Eternal Plan of Love = 50 min & 2) For Freedom Christ has set us Free = 50 min. Leader's Guide, Student Workbook 100 Min DVD sh, a 2010

3146 FREEDOM TO LOVE-disc 2
Christopher West/ Ascension Press
See #3145 for description. Sessions: 3) Love as I have Loved you = 52 min & 4) Sexual Morality & the Freedom to Love = 52 min. Leader's Guide, Student Workbook 104 Min DVD sh, a 2010

3147 FREEDOM TO LOVE-disc 3
Christopher West/ Ascension Press
See #3145 for description. Session: 5) Living the Freedom of Love 50 Min DVD sh, a 2010

3148 THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS: MIDDLE SCHOOL EDITION-disc 1
Brian Butler, Jason Evert, Colin and Aimee Maclver / Ascension Press
Designed for 6th through 8th grades, a great mix of stories, real-life examples, activities, prayers, and references to the culture that are relevant to the lives of middle school students is used. An essential tool for educators, youth ministers, and parents. This dynamic DVD series is full of short (2-4 minute) teachings and commentaries by the authors of the program and other experts in the field. Also included are man-on-the-street interviews and fun trivia to engage and keep the interest of the students. Each of the eight lessons includes a total of 15-20 minutes of DVD time. Disc 1 = chapters 1-3. Leader's guide, Student workbook & Parent's Guide 45 min DVD jh 2011

3149 THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS: MIDDLE SCHOOL EDITION-disc 2
Brian Butler, Jason Evert, Colin and Aimee Maclver / Ascension Press
See #3148 for description. Disc 2 = chapters 4-6 52 min DVD jh 2011

3150 THEOLOGY OF THE BODY FOR TEENS: MIDDLE SCHOOL EDITION-disc 3
Brian Butler, Jason Evert, Colin and Aimee Maclver / Ascension Press
See #3148 for description. Disc 3 = chapters 7-8 + sensitive topics + parent's session 80 min DVD jh, a 2011
3151 RELATIONSHIPS: Forgiveness: Understanding & Getting Beyond our Pain & Past
Dr David Stoop
Insights on how to forgive & practical steps on how to let go of the past & pain associated with it. 60 Min DVD a 2009

3162 PUFFY & FRIENDS: GOSPEL
23rd Pub
12 puppet stories based on the parables. Titles include: 1)Billie the Wise Builder, 2)The Birdseed Blunder, 3)Bob the Wandering Lamp, 4)The Busy Bees, 5)Cling the Greedy Fool, 6)Greed in the Seaweed, 7)King Bird's Big Bash, 8)Pete the Sorry Son, 9)Puffy the Unforgiving Bird, 10)Sammy the Good Neighbor, 11)Skippy the Wasteful Ape, 12)Zoomer the Obedient Bee. 8-11 minutes each DVD ps,p 2009

3205 A CALL TO MISSION
See foreign (Zambia & Mexico) and domestic (New Jersey) missions being done by lay people as well as religious. 21 Min DVD sh,a 2009

3206 GREAT SOULS: Vol 1= Nelson Mandela & Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
David Aikman & Tom Ivy  Same series as VHS # 2401 & 2403
Nelson Mandela – Forgiveness: From childhood to freedom fighter to prison to S. Africa's first multi racial president, Mandela averted bloodbath and redeemed a nation from its shameful past. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn – Truth: Follows Solzhenitsyn's dramatic journey across the turbulent years of Russia's Communist experiment and his spiritual odyssey. 56 Min each DVD sh,a 2006

3207 GREAT SOULS: Vol 2= Billy Graham & Mother Teresa
David Aikman & Tom Ivy  Same series as VHS # 2399 & 2402
Billy Graham – Salvation: The man, message, legacy of Billy Graham, preeminent evangelist of our times. Mother Teresa – Compassion: How a young teenage Catholic from Macedonia ended up in India setting the standard for servanthood in the 20th century. 56 Min each DVD sh,a 2006

3208 GREAT SOULS: Vol 3= Elie Wiesel & Pope John Paul II
David Aikman & Tom Ivy  Same series as VHS # 2400 & 2404
Elie Wiesel – Remembrance: Incarcerated in Auschwitz Concentration Camp, Wiesel was changed forever. He dedicated his life to human rights and remembering the power of unchecked hatred. Pope John Paul II - Human Dignity: Examine the character and forces that enabled a young Polish actor and athlete into a Pope who helped undermine Communism and bring the Papacy onto the world stage. 56 Min each DVD sh,a 2006

3216 IMMACULATE CONCEPTION: EXPLORING THE MYSTERY
This program explains that the Immaculate Conception (December 8) is not about Jesus, but is the story of how Mary was conceived in the womb of her mother, St. Anne, without the stain of Original Sin. English & Spanish 17Min DVD sh,a 2004

3247 THE LAND CRIES OUT: for blood that was shed
This powerful documentary contains horrifying images of unborn babies killed during abortion procedures and should not be shown to children. Full length (45 min) or abridged (20 min) DVD a 2008